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5.4 environment and place elements

▪

A series of environment and place elements have been identified for the Rosebud Activity Centre. The
elements are essentially a series of concepts with accompanying explanation. The policy directions
contained in section 5.3 build on the elements identified below.

The cell of residential development on the northern side of Point Nepean Road can accommodate
development generally to a height of two storeys within urban design limitations enforced by the
precincts proximity to the foreshore. A three storey limit is appropriate in the Jetty Road precinct
with hospitality at ground level and residential at upper levels.

▪

Development along Boneo Road between Point Nepean Road and Coorabong Avenue forming
the Boneo community services link should be of a domestic form and modest scale consistent
with existing residential character.

strong and consistent urban form
One of the fundamental elements of any activity centre is the need to put in place an urban form
framework to guide future development. A consistent urban form framework has been prepared for the
Rosebud Activity Centre which is outlined as follows:

▪

▪

▪

The larger commercial areas at ‘the Heart’ and ‘Boneo Junction’ provide the opportunity for
development of up to three storeys fronting Point Nepean Road, with areas centrally located
within the precincts providing the potential for a recessed fourth storey and possibly additional
height. Given these areas are reasonably consolidated C1Z areas, the Structure Plan seeks to
encourage setback fourth levels that are recessed from Point Nepean Road and adjoining
residential land. It will also be important that appropriate setbacks are provided to provide a
transition in scale to adjoining residential development to retain an adequate level of residential
amenity.
The proposed commercial link between First and Seventh Avenues for land fronting Point Nepean
Road can accommodate built form that addresses Point Nepean Road of up to three storeys, with
a service lane and associated car parking access at the rear. The Structure Plan advocates that
development be of a three-storey scale to the street with zero setback at ground floor, but
articulated at the upper levels so that balconies are set within the facades with no projection
beyond title boundaries. Third storeys should be setback at least 5 metres from the frontage. All
development is to incorporate canopy overhangs to provide shelter to pedestrians along Point
Nepean Road. An appropriate setback should be provided to provide a transition in scale to the
adjoining residential development to the south and ensure the retention of an adequate level of
residential amenity. View lines to Arthur’s Seat should be retained.
Development associated with restricted retail development between Rose and First Avenue must
be of a built form typology comprising a strong and consistent three storey scale to the Point
Nepean Road frontage, with car parking to the side or rear. This urban form objective seeks to
ensure that the form of development is appropriate and does not present as a large free standing
box, but rather a consistent urban form presentation to Point Nepean Road envisaged by the
Structure Plan.

▪

Residential consolidation at the town entrances, between Jetty Road and Adams Avenue at the
eastern entry to the town centre and between Boneo Road and the retirement village at the
western end can occur in the form of upper level residential apartments to a maximum height of
three storeys, with recessed third levels from Point Nepean Road and residential interfaces to the
rear.

▪

Within the medium density housing precincts (figure 5) it is considered that residential
development of a maximum three storey scale would be appropriate where compatible with the
established neighbourhood character.
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The scale of development envisaged for Rosebud is consistent with its designation as a major activity
centre where a substantial proportion of new dwellings and retail/office floor space is envisaged to
invigorate the centre.
A three and four storey scale of development within the activity centre is considered to be appropriate
for this coastal centre and will allow for elevated apartment and tourism uses to obtain views of the
foreshore and Port Phillip and the establishment of a built form framework will ensure future
development is designed to achieve the goal of consistent urban form frontages.
Rosebud is distinguishable for commercial development along only one side of Point Nepean Road
and this places importance on ensuring that the future development of the activity centre is able to
achieve a scale of development to accommodate future growth without further unwanted linear
expansion.
Rosebud is set within a different context to other activity centres on the Peninsula and is not subject to
any significant constraints to achieving the envisaged built form, for instance, it does not have the
compact nature, development to both street frontages and heritage attributes of Main Street
Mornington.
Rosebud’s lack of heritage constraints, its considerably wide main road frontage and open character,
allows for a modest three and four storey scale of development to be comfortably accommodated
without resulting in any unreasonable visual intrusion into the public realm and foreshore environs.
The hierarchy of building heights envisaged will maintain an appropriate human scale and recognises
the activity centre’s interface with adjoining residential development and the importance of providing an
adequate transition. Building scale varies from the four storeys identified for the larger commercial
precincts at ‘the Heart’ and ‘Boneo Junction’ where these more generous precincts allow for a fourth
storey to be setback from adjoining residential interfaces and the public realm, to the three storey scale
along Point Nepean Road between precincts where narrower allotments require a reduction to a three
storey scale to provide a transition to adjoining residential land.
A tempering of building height within the activity centre has also been required to maintain view lines to
Arthur’s Seat which forms the backdrop to the activity centre.
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respectful development of the avenues

promote the rosebud heart

The Structure Plan identifies that the Avenues have a distinct character in terms of fine grain
subdivision pattern, typically casual coastal architectural style, and generous side setbacks, supporting
coastal canopy vegetation. The Avenues will face redevelopment pressure in the near future by virtue
of their residential zoning, proximity immediately to the rear of the main activity spine of Rosebud and
the foreshore.

The Structure Plan has delineated ‘the Heart’ of Rosebud following community feedback that Rosebud
lacked a designated focus due to its spread out nature. The heart of Rosebud encompasses the land
identified in figure 8.

The Avenues will not have the same consolidation emphasis as the proposed medium density housing
precincts outlined by the Structure Plan, but it is considered appropriate that incremental residential
infill development occur where it exudes an informal coastal architectural style and retains generous
side setbacks for landscaping to provide built form separation. The Avenues also provide the direct link
to the main activity spine for many residents and as such it is essential that pedestrian linkages are
provided in streetscapes to enhance the pedestrian realm.
As the Avenues represent a precinct with a distinct character, it is appropriate for future development
to respond to a set of guidelines that will ensure that development is responsive to the established
character. The Structure Plan advocates that these guidelines define height limits to two storeys and
generous side setbacks.

jetty road cafe precinct
The Structure Plan seeks to promote the activation of this section of Jetty Road through the creation of
a café/restaurant precinct to build on the recreation theme of the foreshore and pier.
Buildings set back to the Foreshore Reserve and of new form should be of a scale and height that
responds to the prevailing residential development, and should be with a height up to three storeys.
Development of this type should not be visually intrusive when viewed from the foreshore and should
adopt a typically coastal architectural style and material palette.

enhancement of town centre entrances
The town centre introductions adjacent to Jetty and Boneo Road as well as Adams Avenue have their
own character and the Structure Plan seeks to enhance these character traits through new urban form
and landscape treatments. The Boneo Road introduction has a strong relationship with the foreshore,
defined by the existing recreational node. It is proposed that this relationship be enhanced through
complimentary landscaping treatments and a well defined pedestrian linkage between the activity
spine, the foreshore and the Bay Trail. Stronger definition of built form to the Boneo Road junction is
also required.
The Jetty Road entrance to the town will be enhanced through the creation of a stronger focus on the
Rosebud Pier through the activation of the Jetty Road corner to the foreshore with active café and
restaurant uses. Provision of a stronger built form presence on this corner in tandem with active
frontages will support an improved Major Activity Centre entry. The integration of entry signage and
public art work of town centre entries is encouraged.
The Adam’s Avenue entry will be enhanced by signage and strengthening the landscape theme of the
wide median.
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’The Heart’ reflects the traditional shopping strip of Rosebud integrated with the adjacent open space
and community facilities proximate to Village Green. The Structure Plan advocates for the community
focus of ‘the Heart’ to be enhanced via notable public realm improvements, to evolve into an attractive
and well-landscaped pedestrian focused public space that connects currently separated precincts
within both the activity spine and the foreshore. It will result in a truly integrated public space.
‘The Heart’ of Rosebud is to be enhanced through public realm improvements including the
establishment of Wannaeue Place as an attractive and well-landscaped shared plaza, with a link to
Rosebud Centro. A designated pedestrian crossing and low speed/shared traffic zone on Point
Nepean Road adjacent to Ninth Avenue is proposed to link the recreational and community facilities of
the foreshore with Rosebud Central and the improved Wannaeue Plaza.
Complementary features of the Rosebud Coastal Management Plan include:

▪

The Village Green (area of foreshore) combined with a future new civic space is to evolve into the key
community open space of Rosebud and incorporate BBQs and playground equipment. The
provision of an accessible ‘town square’ that provides a link between the commercial area and the
bay will contribute to Rosebud’s sense of place.

▪

The foreshore sites for Memorial Hall and Carnival identified as ‘Community Space.’

The Structure Plan seeks to improve the appearance and functionality of the broader Rosebud Heart
precinct, so that it evolves into an attractively landscaped public place with a range of passive and
active destination uses. Wannaeue Place will evolve into a prime retail and commercial address with
active frontages, increased pedestrian priority and improved linkages to and between Rosebud Centro,
Rosebud Central, Point Nepean Road and the Village Green/Foreshore Reserve.
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creation of rosebud shared plaza
The Rosebud Plaza development is a freestanding retail mall dominated by car parking and vehicle
movements which do does not provide an ideal pedestrian environment. There is potential to better
utilise parking areas and create future shared spaces with internal and external commercial frontages.
Rosebud Plaza has the potential to establish a contained public space with better pedestrian links to
Point Nepean Road and the mall. This provides an opportunity to establish built form presenting active
frontages to both main road frontages and internal plaza open to the air. As outlined previously, the
land use focus for the Rosebud Plaza is for retail consolidation and the encouragement of upper level
offices and residential development with a scale of three to four storeys.
The evolution of Rosebud Plaza into a shopping centre framing a well landscaped shared plaza
provides the opportunity for prime retail development, active frontage to the street, pedestrian priority
and improved linkages between Point Nepean Road and the foreshore.

streetscape improvements
The landscape character of Rosebud and indeed the main activity spine should be substantially
improved to provide a consistent and aesthetically distinctive environment. Landscaping and
streetscape improvements within the Activity Centre are proposed to encompass pedestrian priority
areas, additional public spaces, street tree planting and public domain improvements. They should
also apply to feature paving, street lighting, street furniture, public amenities, signage, garden beds,
public art and other urban elements to enhance the public realm. The design of such elements must be
strongly anchored to reflect the qualities of Rosebud and Peninsula activity centre design. All new
public realm and streetscape measures should reinforce a contemporary design ethic and be applied
universally and consistently along the main Point Nepean Road spine and lead back to the south into
secondary side streets.

public spaces
The new plazas/pedestrian priority zones should in appropropriate locations incorporate additional
public spaces that provide informal passive recreational opportunities that respond to the needs of the
future population of Rosebud. These informal spaces are an important element in improving the
liveability of the centre.
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